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1.   Biography

Hype Lights is a French Alternative Rock band from 
Lyon in France, pooling from the world of Pop-punk, 
Alt-Rock, and Metalcore. The band’s music is stacked 
to the rafters with hearty slabs of highly energetic alt-
rock that are fierce, energetic, and emotional in equal 
parts. Blessed with a heartfelt and sincere lyrical focus 
and potent message which underlines the importance of 
never giving up even during the worst of times, and the 
problems that everyone faces on a daily basis.

The band has been developing its audience in Europe, 
in the UK and in the US, and also shared stages with 
the likes of Being As An Ocean (USA). The band hit the 
road throughout the UK in October 2022 to promote 
their new single ‘Fever Dream’.

Spotify - Apple Music - Deezer - Amazon Music
Youtube - Instagram - TikTok - Facebook
Offical website - PR

« Alternative rock
and more.. »



2.   Discography

EP & Album
In 2021 Hype Lights released its debut EP ‘Reckless’ 
including singles ‘Fall Away’, ‘Something Wrong’, 
‘Predictable’. The record quickly reached 200k streams and 
views on Spotify and YouTube, and allowed the band to 
develop it audience in Europe, in the UK, and in the US.

Since then, the band has been writting new music and 
released on October 7th 2022  their new single ‘Fever 
Dream’ off the band’s debut album coming in 2023.

Hype Lights collaborated with Bertrand Poncet and Bastien 
Lafaye from Alias Studio (Chunk! No, Captain Chunk!), 
and Robin Mariat from Grey Matter Studio (Resolve) for the 
music production.

2022. Single - Fever Dream2021. EP - Reckless

‘Fever Dream’ Music video : ‘Fever Dream’ Music video : Click hereClick here


